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Equitable Bank

• Canada’s Challenger Bank TM

• 9th largest independent Schedule I bank

• $30B in assets

• Completely branchless

• Launched EQ Bank in 2015
• 80,000 customers

• $2.3B in deposits

• Rated one of the top ten Digital Banks in 
world (Financial IT Magazine)
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We’re reeeeaaaally interested in Open Banking
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Our response to Finance is available at eqbank.ca



HOW WE THINK ABOUT OPEN BANKING
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We feel pretty strongly about a few things

OPEN BANKING 
REALLY NEEDS A 
BETTER NAME

To quote Kirsten 
Thompson, “Open 
Banking has a branding 
problem.”

DON’T READ TOO 
MUCH INTO ONE YEAR 
OF UK RESULTS

Consumers don’t even 
know what this is yet, let 
alone how it could 
benefit them

TO WORK FOR ALL
CANADIANS, THIS 
NEEDS STRONG REGS

A so-called market-
driven approach favours
banks, not Canadian 
consumers
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Use case: a customer pays their credit card bill

• Customer thinks, “I should pay my credit card 
bill.”

• Customer logs in to credit card provider’s site

• Customer writes down balance due, minimum 
payment amount, payment due date, etc.

• Customer logs out of credit card site

• Customer logs in to banking site

• Customers copies over full due amount (or 
minimum payment)

• Customer selects day before due date

• Customer pays bill

• Customer logs in to banking site

• Bank site pulls balance due, min payment amt, 
pmt due date, etc. from credit card provider

• Banking site prefills full/min amt & due date

• Customer pays bill

Customer benefits: better experience + lower 
risk of late payment fees

TODAY UNDER OPEN BANKING
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Example: my dad, the farmer

• “Hey, I wonder if I have the right bank plan?”

• Drive to the only nearby bank branch, some 
30 minutes away

• Try explaining complex agricultural banking 
needs to a junior branch employee

• The employee, with no consideration for my 
dad’s actual banking or investing needs, 
suggests products and services offered by 
their bank, which doesn’t really fit what my 
dad actually wants, but it still costs 
$60/month

• “Hey, I wonder if I have the right bank plan?”

• Download app from an agri-business fintech

• Consents to share accounts & cash flow

• App makes personalized recommendations for 
the best combination of products for his farm 
and his needs from FIs across the country, 
maybe from a credit union in Manitoba

• Fintech gets paid when he opens an account

Customer gets better products & prices. 
Fintech gets fee revenue. Credit union gets a 
new customer.

TODAY UNDER OPEN BANKING
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Can’t we do those things today using aggregators?

• I mean, sure.

• But it doesn’t solve the liability issue.

• Or price competition.

• Or switching costs.

• Also: stop saying “We already have open banking!” We don’t. We have 
aggregation. We have @$#&ing screen scraping.

• Even aggregators want real open banking:
• “Envestnet | Yodlee is a proponent of open banking across the globe.” 1

• “We [Plaid] believe that consumers’ lives will be better [with Open Banking] 
because they’ll have more access to the tools and services they really need.” 2



HOW WE PLAN TO MAKE MONEY 
USING OPEN BANKING, WITH 

COMPLETE SPECIFICITY
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[just kidding]

JUST KIDDING
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We don’t even understand the full opportunity yet

• Maybe banks will charge fintechs for better access to customer data
• Though regulators might (rightly) prevent this

• Maybe they’ll find efficiencies by letting other people distribute products
• Though this would mean giving up the customer relationship

• Maybe they’ll do more partnering to augment the customer experience

• We think smaller institutions will benefit if money that wants to gravitate 
toward better value isn’t hampered by friction



TO SUM UP
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We think Open Banking is part of a bigger whole

Open Banking…

• Combines with a real-time payments 
rail to enable tons of new use cases

• Though Payment Initiation doesn’t have to
wait for the RTR

• Ideally relies on a workable Digital ID 
scheme to get real traction

• Needs strong privacy & consent 
legislation
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THANK YOU
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